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New GenomeCube
®
 Clone Search Guide 

- Jointly provided by DNAFORM and Source BioScience - 

 

The Source BioScience GenomeCube® is the most comprehensive database on genomic resources 

covering more than 20 million clones. Chose between: 

 

 Genomic clones 

 cDNA clones 

 ORF Shuttle clones 

 ORF expression clones 

 Synthetic genes and cDNAs 

 RNAi clones 

 Various antibody resources 

 

Working together with Source BioScience, DNAFORM now offers a dedicated version of the 

GenomeCube® for customers in Japan. The new GenomeCube® is available in Japanese and English 

versions.  

 

This guide provides you with an introduction on how to use the GenomeCube® online shop and 

database. The database can be freely searched for your information of interest, but for online 

ordering you have to create your own user account as outlined below. 
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Opening page and search options 

 

The DNAFORM opening page at http://www.cloneresources.com/ gives you direct access to the 

GenomeCube®. Moreover, you have the option to do searches in the DNAFORM Clone Search 

Engine. To search the entire DNAFORM-Source BioScience portfolio, use the GenomeCube®. Click 

on the hyperlink for “NEW: GenomeCube®, the most powerful Clone Search Engine” to access the 

search options: 

 

Start GenomeCube® search 

 

 

Select your type of search and organism of interest. You can use gene identifiers, accession 

numbers, clone names, or free text searches. Then enter your search term and press “Search”. A 

table with the search results will be displayed below the search options. Under “Products” select 

your gene(s) of interest, and click on the hyperlink for more information on the gene related clones. 
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A new list on the available resources will be displayed indicating the number of clones within each 

category. Chose from the list which type of clone you want: 

 

Clicking on the arrows in front of each line will display a list of the clones available for this category. 

Refer to our homepage for more information on each clone resource or contact our tech support 

for further assistance. 
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Click on the “Product Name” for detailed information on the clone. This information includes 

sequence and vector details. Click on the hyperlinks indicated in “blue” to access the information. 

 

Use the ‘back’ function of your browser to return to your search results. Go back to your clone of 

interest and select your order. For ordering, press on the symbol for the shopping basket to place 

the clone into the basket.  
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Note, for many clones you have the option to order the clone in different formats with and without 

an ID check. Sequence verification assures that you will obtain the correct clone. Refer to the 

Appendix to this guide for more information. 

 

The system will confirm when a clone has been placed into the basket. You can continue with 

another search or proceed with your order from here. 

 

You can review the number of products in your basket by clicking on the hyperlink at “Your Basket” 

at the left, top of the page.  
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You can either return to the shop or continue with the ordering process. You require an account to 

continue with your order. Use the “Login” function if you have already an account, use the “Register” 

function to create a new user account. 

 

Account registration 
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Opening the page to register a new account provides you with the fields required for entering your 

personal information. Follow the directions on the page. Note the requirements for user names and 

passwords. The need of at least 6 characters protects your private information. The system does not 

accept kanji or other Japanese characters. For all orders in Japan the currency will always be 

Japanese Yen. 

 

You have to indicate whether you work in a Government Organization/Academia or a Commercial 

Entity. For some resources different prices apply for Commercial Entities. 

 

Please enter the information correctly; the account will not be created if the information is 

incomplete. Make sure you have reviewed your private information before you confirm the new 

account. 

 

DNAFORM will keep all your information private. Please refer to our Privacy Policy for more 

information. 

 

Your account 

 

Once you are loged onto the system, you can review your “Past Orders” or go to “Your Basket” to 

procede with your order: 

 

 Review the content of the basket and make sure that the content is correct 

 You can update the conten of the basket as needed 

 Return to the shop if you want to add more products 

 Press “Continue” to proceed with the order 

 On the following page confirm the shipping address 

 

On the folowing page, you can enter the PO (Purchase Order) Number for your order. Note that you 

must agree to the terms and conditions that apply to each product before you can conclude the 

ordering process.  
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You will be contacted by DNAFORM on your order. 

 

Technical support 

 

Contact us for more support and help on how to use the GenomeCube® or any of our genomic 

resources. We are happy to be at your service. 
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Appendix: Clone formats  

 

Source BioScience LifeSciences offers for most clones 3 different formats when purchasing 

selected* clones: standard, sequence verified and purified plasmid.  

*Please note that we cannot offer the 3 formats for all clones. Refer to the information in the 

GenomeCube® for the available options. 

 

Standard format clones 

You will receive: 

 Bacterial clone (as stated in product information) 

 Data sheet 

It should be noted that we exclude any warranty pertaining to the accuracy of the sequence for 

clone orders where the client chooses to reject the offered sequence verification option, as the 

clones are supplied as-is, direct from the original library. 

 

Sequence verified *recommended* 

You will receive: 

 Bacterial clone (as stated in product information) 

 Data sheet 

 BLAST report 

DNAFORM and Source BioScience recommend that the purchaser requests sequence-verification 

using the Source BioScience Clone Identity Verification Service at the time of ordering. This can be 

requested by selecting the sequence verified or purified plasmid clone format during the ordering 

process. 

These clones are end sequenced before they are sent to you. If the requested clone does not match 

the expected sequence, Source BioScience will not apply any charge and will contact the purchaser 

to confirm if they wish to cancel the order. 

This risk free option ensures that you have the right clone, removing the chance of receiving one of 

the wrong clones that are inherent in some libraries and can also save you time from having to 

sequence the clone yourself. 

 

Purified plasmid 

You will receive: 

 Bacterial clone (as stated in product information) 
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 End sequenced verified plasmid mini-prep 

 Data sheet 

 BLAST report 

The purified plasmid is high quality DNA for use in PCR amplification, DNA sequencing, 

transformation and downstream enzyme reactions 
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